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October 8, 1968 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Bob Haldeman 

tROM: Martin Anderson 

RE: Transition 

Although the people in the research/writing area have 

done no further work on the transition problem since our last 

discussion, a volunteer, Professor Wesley McCain -- a colleague 

of mine at Columbia -- has completed a fairly complete, 

comprehensive survey of the non-civil service federal positions 

available for presidential appointment. 

This survey breaks down all the positions of the 

Executive Office of the President, the Executive Departments 

and the Independent Agencies into five employment classifications 

ranked according to their policy determining character. 

According to the published reports now available, 

there are more than 2,500 appointments to be made: 

Presidential Appointment (needs Senate Approval) 966 

2residential Appointment 428 

Schedule C Appointment 1,118 

Total 2,512 

It should be noted that this survey does not reflect 

all the personnel increases in recent years, and the total number 

of appointments may run 10 to 20 percent hiRher than the 

figures shown. 
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tor the positions now identified in the 86 Executive 

Departments and Agencies, our current survey includes the 

job title, name of the present incumbent and a short 

biographical sketch of the key appointments. 

The	 top priority items are: 

1.	 Identification of key positions that must be 

filled as soon as possible after the election. 

2.	 Expanding and updating the survey already 

completed. 

Key Positions 

There are two factors which must be considered 

simultaneously -- the importance of the appointment, and its 

urgency. By these two criteria the following areas of appointment 

are critical: 

1.	 The ~fuite House office 

2.	 Central Intelligence Agency 

3.	 Department of State 

4.	 Department of Defense (Air,torce, Army and Navy) 

5.	 Atomic Energy Commission 

6.	 Bureau of the Budget 

7.	 Council of Economic Advisors 

8.	 Office of Emergency flannin~ 

9.	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

10. Department of the Treasury 

11. Department of Justice 
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The following positions within each Executive 

Department and Independent Agency are critical to their 

effective functioning. They should be staffed with people who 

are loyal to the President and in fundamental agreement with 

his policies. These are: 

1. Congressional Liaison 

2. Appropriations 

3. Legal Counsel 

4. Press Relations 

5. Personnel 

~ecommendation 
The current survey should be expanded and updated to 

include all positions. The following information should be 

included: 

1. Job title 

2. Brief job description 

3. Name of incumbent 

4. Employment classification (i.e., PAS, PA or C) 

5. Grade or salary 

6. Tenure classification 

7. Tenure expiration 

During the fall of 1960, such a survey was made by the 

Senate Committee on Post Office and Civil Service and pUblished 

as the "Green Book." This was not published in normal channels 

and is very difficult to obtain. 
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If possible we should attempt to get this Committee 

to conduct a similar survey; if not, we should assemble a 

small staff and do the job ourselves. 

The present composition of the Committee is: 

Republican Democrat 

Carlson, Kansas 
fong, Hawaii 
Boggs, Delaware 
fannin, Arizona 

Monroney, Oklahoma 
yarborough, Texas 
Randolph, West Virginia 
McGee, \-lyoming 
Brewster, Maryland 
Hartke, Indiana 
Burdick, North Dakota 
Hollings, South Carolina 

Staff Director: John Burzio 
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Frank G. Siscoe 
DRAFT - NOT FOR \ 

PUBLICATION IN THIS 
FOID'I 
October 15, 1968 

Present and Future Soviet Policies in Relation 

to the United States 

The international environment in the 1970's is likely 
to be more turbulent and competitive, and tensions 
between the U. S. and the USSR w,ill persist. The 
United States should expect that the Soviet Union is 
going to make decisions which will be more uncomfortable 
and difficult for the U. S. than heretofore. Pa~l 
accommodations, from time to time, are possible of 

. realization where overlapping interests exist; but the 
Soviet Union's overriding goal over the foreseeable 
future will be to reduce U. S. power, prestige and 
influence to the extent this may be possible without 
seriously jeopardizing the security of the USSR. 

Over the next decade the Soviet Union will remain the 
principal military threat to the U. S. Soviet military 
power has reached an unprecedented level and, in Europe, 
the Soviet Union continues to strengthen its already 
strong military posture. D.JJ,ring iil;Hi ~$t ;t.l;rt:ea.~ I 
.tJ.1;iV'§"~Ji,~"au.bst.anlla.lJ....Y_.J:n£J'~q~~Q. ..j.j;a,.-~t.r,a:te,gi c . 
~~.t.x_.~9_2_~9,~"§~E,tYl'U'e.:J.;)l.,,.w.~.Il""N.s .. ; and present
Soviet programs reflect a determination to achieve- .. 
parity, if not superiority, with the U. S. in strategic 
missiles. Subject to the important qualifications of 
relative resources and priorities, the main thrust of r 
Soviet strategic doctrine is in the direction of the 
achieveII!eEl Of_~"Y.J2mQ,.~iJY: both qualitative and quan
titative. OVer the foreseeable future, the USSR can be 
expected to continue expansion of its strategic forces 
and to continue the gradual increasing of the reach of 
its general purpose military forces. 

As the capacity of the Soviet Unidn and the U. S. to 
do tbe other devastating damage becomes more nearly 
equal, a state of strategic balance and of mutual nuclear 
deterrence is developing. In the face of assured 
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destruction capabilities, both the Soviet Union and the 
United States have great difficulty in defining those 
national interests, the protection of which would justify 
the use of nuclear weapons. However, the rapid growth 
in Soviet strategic nuclear forces is unlikely to lead 
the Soviet Union to take high risks of nuclear war in 
confrontation with the United States. 

In situations of mutual deterrence, there can be constant 
risks of conflict as the Soviet Union probes for weak
nesses and seeks to expand Soviet power and influence 
in the world. T,,~§a ...:i-W.~~"c.,Q;,TJJ~..,·~IQlls if .:the I 
SQ!..~~"JIn:b.OJl. ..f!ll.§.,~~.WJ.l~~~,~:us..e"l,,~a,J:.9;§,:te.r.,JL~",.~ ..·.,.!!~~ 

~i~met~w:~rl~~ll~,exk~~Q'ir~~~q*@~~o¥Ie~:'~~~~~~~~r~;S .
 
Th'e12NQvi e't leaders may be' ~o'r"e"·:f.nclTnea·"t;Rlntervene·-rn I 
Third World areas, if they have an expectation of reduced' 
chances of American opposition; and they may see greater 
prospect of using conventional military force without 
risking crisis or confrontation with the U. S. The 
increasingly greater reach of Soviet conventional forces, 
even though significantly behind the U. S. in all-over 
capability, may also persuade Soviet leaders to intervene 
in areas non-contiguous to the Soviet Union; but inter
ventions would be more likely in areas closer to the • 
Soviet Union, such as the Middle East and North Africa. 

Apart from the questions of actual employment of growing 
strategic forces or their availability for deterrent 

. purposes, the S~yj @1; J.Ipi aT;l,,~.JJ.J. ;.~~.~£~,..rb,':~~"",,~~,~ 
stI,.'~.~pow.e.r, to enhance its poli tlca'I· prestlge and . 
to increase its political influence in other countries. 
As part of a political strategy, Soviet forces may be 
drawn into local conflicts, especially when invited in 
by a local government or a revolutionary movement, and 
less willing to withdraw. Prior Soviet intervention 
would face the U. S. with alternatives of local or 
strategic confrontation or non-involvement. In ~reviousl 

crise~ ~9.¥.:~~,_~~~J3..~J:l~1-- ..V..,~.. ~~ ...nuQ:l.~q.:...~1:l~r.A£E~,~.!iB.:~. : 
exer'tea an Lnhf.b i,tlng Lnf'Luence orr Bov.l.e.t, lOO-V'e'B". ' 
--'~~....~--,,-.,\.'--.::... .. ~., . ..; .... ,.. 

In Soviet military policy the general purpose forces, 
in the past, have been developen and disposed primarily 
to cope with a military threat from Europe, and this 
European orientation will almost c~rtainly persist for 
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the foreseeable future. At the same time, the Soviet
 
Union is becoming increasingly interested in the Soviet
 
military posture vis-a-vis China and in military capa

bilities to support Soviet political interests in other
 
parts of the world.
 

Soviet airborne and amphibious assault capabilities 
will probably expand considerably during the next few 
years, . assisted by the rapid €i.r~.lh._Q..L~ib..~~J?O.3~1:;, 
~antf~et. In the Mediterranean and in the Indian 
Ocean-the-'Soviet Union al~1ias·d~monstrated its increased 
capabilities to conduct anti-submarine warfare and 
sustained long-range naval operations. These improved 
capabilities would enable Soviet military forces to move 
in political support of more distant clients. As a 
matter of policy, however, the SoviEt Union has preferred 
to seek its ends in distant areas through the support of 
indigenous forces, a practice which reduces both mili 
tary risks and adverse political reactions. The Soviet 
forces lack the sea and air combat capabilities neces
sary for distant operations against serious opposition, 
and there appears to be no evident Soviet program to 
achieve these capabilities. 

The imminent prospect of a mutual nuclear deterrent may 
dispel Soviet caution in Europe and lead to a reassess
ment of Soviet ability to apply pressure for a solution 
of outstanding problems, especially those of Berlin and 
Germany. The Soviets may also view the reaction to th~ 

Czechoslovakian situation and a weakened NATO as offer
ing additional political opportunities. In the past, 
however, Soviet policy towards Western Europe has tended 
to be prudent and Soviet leaders have learned that 
exaggerated Soviet militancy has had the counter-productive 
effect of strengthening NATO. 

woe Bre=~~~_~9.%~l~~~~~~:!~ t1~~~~:~t~n~E'*~ I 
·ing dif eren{'·Tnterests and views, whose existence is 
always in doubt. In the past fifteen years the Soviet 
Union has moved from absolute dictatorship, to collective, 
rule, to one-man leadership and,to the present collective.~ 

While no inevitable pattern emerges, changes in the 
Soviet leadership will probably take place within the 
next few years which could produce -abrupt policy swings, 
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especially if a single, forceful leader comes out on 
top again. 

The current leadership, in contrast with the more spec
tacular Khrushchev, tends towards the basicall~ con-
s$rv~t~v£. ..~~A~~2'~~'i,9,S~j:,r; .1..11",,~,,{£~J:P,~,a:aa _~+n:teh<;rn9J. 
~ews. The presen~ co~ ectlve leadership has survived 
for ~hree years, and the main lines of Soviet doctrine 
and policy have remained substantially unaltered. How
ever, an increased influence has been achieved in the 
Arab sta:te,'s, in 'ihe"'COunt"ries along the USSR's southern 
p~ipllery, and especially in the Mediterranean. The 
feeling of detente did make some progress in Western 
Europe before Czechoslovakia and perhaps could, with 
effort, be revived. But S,j.nQ.,:;~~",~_...W:§..t,j,Q.U.S,,~~ 
conti tW~",.;t.Q~~,~QX~' the Soviet hold in Eastern 
Europe weakened and Soviet progress in the Third World 

, has been spotted with setbacks. Serious foreign policy 
difficulties undoubtedly have arisen among the leader
ship on such questions as Soviet conduct during the 
1967 Middle East crisis and the 1968 Czechoslovak con
frontation and invasion . ." 

Persistent disagreements almost surely exist within 
the leadership on internal matters, especially the 
thorny problem of resource allocation. The leadership 
has delayed or compromised on fundamental internal 

,~~~~~~:; t~~:~~~n~;~~.~~I!t_~~;.~.~t~c,.:~.:t~;;~int~~~~~entsia/tfl
and scientific-'comiriunity; rdo.rm...of' ._the_.c.e..n:tr~l~~ed , ~ 
economic m~E~gement and planning; curb on arbitrary 
U~~Q.(,FQ.ie;c.,a..nll.:'.a.-new..consti:t:u.t.ioJJ. ; a.nd·'~gre~,i~x~agr.i,:::-
cultural and rural social investment. The attitude of 
tne1rovm'~ni"iT:Lt"a'rY"towarap"'olltlcaland economic 
matters, despite its traditional stance of noninterven
tion, may become critical if the political leadership 
remains indecisive. 

The instinctive reaction of the current Soviet leader- I
 

ship at home and abroad has been towards the use of J
 
dogmatic methods, which resist the realities of the •
 
contemporary world. Additional'control measures are
 
likely over the next immediate period. If the economy
 
should falter or serious reverses Qe encountered abroad
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or in the Communist world, the intensification of
 
controversy within the Politburo could bring important
 
leadership changes, with the emergence of a more force

ful leadership being a probability. Whether this new
 
forceful leadership would be a danger oc a benefit for
 
the West is difficult to predict, although it seems
 
likely over the short run the changes would be accom

panied by a rise of tensions and uncertainty.
 

Any Soviet leadership recognizes that the Soviet Union 
is inevitably involved in a worldwide rivalry with the 
United States and, where pragmatically possible, is 
determined to change the international relationship of 
forces to the Soviet advantage. Soviet leaders bring a I 
he sic a tt j :t.w;1Q-~arriri"Orr-atI&"ot:r~t".t..Q._J;!,nl".. £9J1§J,g.J~tP..;" 
~,y...-$·p,·po±4.@4.e:;. ..and see the U. S. as the principal
 
obstacle to the growth of Soviet influence in world
 

. affairs and the only s~gnificant military threat to 
Soviet security. Any substantial change in this basic 
hostility is not foreseeable over the next ten years. 

Recent Soviet fOreign. policy ha.s.. b. e.en.. character.i.z.e... d..... b.Y \ 
a persis tent ,~_~?-]-s..~r()IJldisem~~,~.~,.:t.".Q,t~.~t,~_,,:ue:~.i?E.~}~.

C2-Ir@WliS.t.•.t9:~.9.!9gy', a disposition to d:emarid recognitiQn\
 
as a global power and a conscious pursuit of alternate .
 
policies of cQAfrontation and coll~~~t~t~n,~~~h the
 
United States. l'R~B6!toj""in-±'"t'S'''13earchto insure its
 
long-term security, must compete for influence in the
 
world with Communist China as well as with the U. S.
 
and its European allies. " 

, 

Soviet foreign policy is historically a compound of , 
Marxist-Leninist ideology, pragmatically applied, and 
Great.J;~1!§.§l§.!Lm::tl-.anal-,ir:lt~r.~ats. While Soviet leaders 
still express belief in the ultimate worldwide victory 
of the Communist system, they have not regarded that 
victory as a concrete or immediate task of Soviet foreign 
policy or of Soviet military forces. The decline of thell 
world-revolutionary commitment and the concentration on . 
the national interests of a great power have been accom
panied by the growth of Soviet capabilities creating 
greater opportunities for pushing its great-power goals. 
Ideology continues to serve the Soviet leaders as a. 
framework for political, economic and social analysis 
and as a vehicle for rationalization and explanation of 

mailto:C2-Ir@WliS.t.�.t9:~.9.!9gy
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Soviet behavior. In this role, Soviet ideology seeks 
to explain Moscow's status as a global power as being 
consistent with its self-appointed role as spokesman 
for the Third World against "international imperialism". 

Soviet policy in Europe is designed to preserve and 
improve its military and diplomatic position in the 
heart of Europe. Soviet policy is directed toward the 
reduction or elimination of U. S. influence, the isola
tion and containment of West Germany and the weakening 
and destruction of the Atlantic Alliance. ~man.I is the 
~~§l).,~,Jp_,G,Qnt~ltt1,Q);LjV"j.,:tJ~k,i;b,e,.We.at., and t e"prrllci'pal
eTements of the Soviet position are the maintenance of 
the division of Germany, the continuance of the present 
frontiers and the nonaccess by West Germany to nuclear 
weapons. Soviet policy seeks to prevent the develop
ment of the latent threat of Germany to the Soviet posi
tion in Central Europe and encourages the ultimate dis
engagement of the U. S. from Europe, which would remove 
the protection of the U. S. over 'vlest Germany and the 
threat of West Germany's developing into a military 
power in its own right. 

In Eastern Europe the hegemony of the USSR will be 
increasingly confronted with countervailing nationalistic 
and economic influences. The Warsaw Pact remains the 
most important institutional framework for the exertion 
of the USSR's influence in Eastern Europe and for the 
maintenance of Communist solidarity against Western 
.Germany . ~._QM.e cnQs,l.,o.v;.ak.".,iO¥Qs,iQ.R,".,Q,iHIlOJlS tFa teQ-.NGsQQw.!..s 
~.co,nc.e.rn "}«i:tl;1.~ tAe..,.b,;i,gb.,ly.,..~~tr:Sl-l,~ g~,c ....E,9,§3..tt;,!Qn,.,pf,~,", 

~~~·;rrr~u~~'~:~~e}~~~in~6s'~ {~1"~P":~'~..Y6i~'Er~~~t~ic~,~r.~§:·~JT ).

which would weaken the Soviet position in Central Europe. 
The southern states (Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria) are 
almost surely considered less strategically important. 
This seems especially evident in the Soviet handling of 
Romania, where the Soviet Union has demonstrated its 
reluctant Willingness to accommodate itself to Romanian 
recalcitrance within the Warsaw Pact and Romanian desire 
for changes in structure and arrangements. 

, 
The military anQ political interests of the Soviet Union 
in Eastern Europe are so paramount that the efforts'of 
the countries there to loosen their-bonds with the USSR 
will be a delicate procedure carrying varying degrees 

http:tAe..,.b,;i,gb.,ly
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of risk. Eastern Europe has been a relatively stabl 
area since World War II, primarily because of Soviet 
political and military pressures. In contrast, as 
these controls are increasingly resist~d over the next 
decade, more instability is likely. SItting a~de the 
supply lines to Soviet forces in East Germany, 'Poland 
is potentially the most explosive country in Eastern 
Europe. But the outlook for Poland is bleak over the 
next ten years, and, confronted with an impossible 
geographical position, a weak economic situation and a 
lack of flexible, capable leadership, Poland is likely 
to remain tightly and unwillingly tied to the Soviet 
Union. 

The present hostility and rivalry between the SOViet.. I 
Union and Chin~ wil;qpr9JM}.:bJ~~!lt:~.tl.te",,!1.¥JCt. 
~,~, regard~ess 01 leadershlp changes ln eltner ~ 
country. On key issues the Soviet and Chinese leaaer
ships diverge: the theory of "wars of nat i.ona.t libera
tion", arms control measures, attitude toward the United
States and the leadership within the Communist bloc. 
Added to these are fundamental national incompatibilities 
of historic animosity, geographical claims, economic 
divisions and conflicting security objectives. 

Future changes in Soviet and Chinese leadership could 
affect the recurrent degrees of hostility. In -the 
Soviet Union, the collective leadership is basically 
unstable, and, in China, Mao is mortal. Yet, in spite 
of their deep-seated differences, both the Soviet Union 1\ 
and China have something to gain from avoiding a further 
deterioration in their relations. Both still regard 
communism as a single movement, suffering from a tempo
rary schism, and each feels entitled to lead it. Des
pite the bitterness of polemics, each blames current 
problems on the opposite leadership. Thus, the door 

• is left ajar for a future reconciliation, should new 
leaderships emerge. Although remote, a pragmatic recon
ciliation between the Soviet Union and China and a sub
merging of their differences in order to adopt a common 
front against the United States,cannot be excluded. A 
military Chinese leadership, especially if faced with 
threatened economic failure, could desire greater 
cooperation and economic and military aid from the Soviet 
Union. However, under any set of foreseeable circumstances, 
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it is most unlikely that the S;,:.:rJ2~Jm..~~	 I...J!.~"!M"g....c<12.~
 
~~;:~!oJ~y~~,.~~jn.~.}IlJ.Ut:~Y ,ass.~s:tance" .. ol..a.n:ucle.ar\
 

The maintenance of fanatical ideological and revolu

tionary zeal in China after Mao, simultaneous with an
 
increasingly "revisionist" Soviet policy, would lead to
 
greater friction. Chinese attitudes would be crucially
 
influenced by·U.S.-Soviet relations. A genuine Soviet \
 
detente with the United States, coupled with treaties
 
on arms control matters; a more relaxed Soviet policy
 
toward Eastern Europe; and closer relationships between
 
Eastern and Western Europe, including the two Germanies,
 
would confirm Chinese conviction of U. S.-Soviet collu

sion and the Soviet betrayal of the Communist cause.
 

Any Soviet moves to reduce Chinese influence, especially 
. in Asia, would exacerbate Sino-Soviet tensions and 
increased Chinese provocations against Soviet citi~ens I' 
would further ruffle feelings. Since early 1963, Soviet. , 
military strength and air defenses, including strategic I l 
weapons, have been strengthened along the Sino-Soviet t 

borden but these developments appear to be more precau

tionary in nature and in answer to a border security
 
problem than a major military threat in the near term.
 
While the Soviet leadership probably discounts the like

lihood of an early, large-scale conflict with China, it
 
is clearly apprehensive about the long-term prospects
 
for growth in China's military power.
 

The Soviet Union, since 1955, has conducted an 'active, . II 
but generally cautious, cam ai n for influe ·"th~'i 

t~l;~ ~~*;;rf.~~~I~a~~*~'tes;~w~~~n~6*~r·ae~~o~~~~~~et 
ideologists as having embarked on the "non-capitalist" 
path, and Soviet leaders appeared to conclude that Commu
nist goals could be more effectively pursued through 

.	 cooperating with nationalist governments than through 
their overthrow by Communist parties. The overturn of J 
"non-capitalist" regimes in Indonesia and Ghana and ! , 

instability in other radical states seem to have made 
the Soviet Union less sanguine regarding the speed of 
favorable developments in the Third World. There is 
some evidence of discontent among the Soviet leadership 
over the commitment of Soviet resources and prestige to 
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clients whose interests may be different from those f
 
the Soviet Union and whose actions can be unpredicta Ie
 
and uncontrollable.
 

Soviet attention has been devoted to ~e s1L~~~ 

W.ddl~_~-?-..§,t...9;pJLJi9r.:.t!.l~!ris.~J,. where Moscow has success
fully exploited anti-Western attitudes in Arab countries. 
The Soviet Union has repaired much of the damage done 
in the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, and the USSR will doubt
less continue to try to build presence and influence in 
the Arab world, to the West's detriment. However, the 1 
Soviet leaders will probably continue to balance suppor 
of the Arabs, pressure on the Israelis to withdraw, 
military assistance to Arab countries, and discouraging • 
the Arabs from reopening hostilities. I n Atia,,,""~:ruL 

Afrj C'lr-A....mi J U;9.-;r~ aid programs have served Soviet policy 
oQ~i¥es·,we±l~.... · The'set progra.mshave enabled' the Soviet 
onion to playa role in regional disputes, to establish 

. contact with military elites and to harass Western rela
tions with Third World countries. The Soviet Union has 
consistently tended to assume certain risks in extending' 
military aid, and will probably continue to use this 
instrument of foreign policy in the same fashion over 
the foreseeable future. 

he M·.'. ,," s.,.,..~!t~,~q,r.e~...w.q~~,. ~~~eJ'yj;o J;H~... mar~",.Q,y. \
 
tlU:mQj.),_.~,.l.o.cal war... QM.er ··'&ne ··rieX:t~;·G'eoad6l. Despite any
 
Soviet wishes to prevent another Arab-Israeli conflict,
 
Arab frustration and Israeli truculence are likely to
 
lead again to hostilities, with resultant pressures and
 
increased tensions for the U. S. and the USSR.
 

The Soviet Union is now seeking acceptance in Iran and 1
 
Turkey as a "good neighbor" and hopes to capitalize on .
 
the growth of neutralist sentiment, but the Soviet
 
leaders probably anticipate any expansion of Soviet
 
influence in Iran and especially in Turkey will be
 

• gradual. 

~Rii.~P·bX'I6ie~n~a~~·Xi~~-'"~~~r~~:~~·;~m;~~~~and
 
c2.~~:rcial activiti~s. Clearly. Latin America has a low
 
priority for Soviet politcymakers who will probably
 
continue to stress probing tactics rather than to seek
 
revolutionary situations.
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It seems unlikely that the Soviet Union will adopt y 
dramatic changes of policy in the Third World, unless 
the world power balance is abruptly distorted, or will 
accept additional military or political risks. Except 
where gains appear clear, the Soviet Union will probably 
continue to be circumspect in supporting "national 
liberation" forces. However, risks and material support 
of current dimensions will probably continue to be 
assumed, because of what the Soviet leaders conceive as 
the USSR's need to assert its legitimate interests in 

~practiCallY all areas of the world. 

i ~k Soviet foreign policies over the next decade could range II 
\~ between two extremes. ~ 

One possibility is the S~.e,ptap.GE? oJthe patl1"oL
('" f\ genuin~<?.2"~,*j..§~~n£~~~.wti.p. th~,_\i.~!3,~, which would 'include 

~t1cal solution for~rope, the withdrawal of 
Soviet troops from Central Europe and the abandonment 
of the expansionist ideology of communism. This choice, 
based on conciliation and cooperation with the U. S., 
would lessen worldwide tensions markedly, avoid another 
strategic arms race, and permit the concentration of 
Soviet resources on internal development. This choice 
would lead to a sure detente. It should be immediately 
stated that present or likely Soviet leaders will not 
give serious consideration to this alternative. 

On tp.a"O~o.:iUt~,~nd.._.Q.f. ,.,.the. ~,s.p.acC.t~uw...",Q !_9.l¢Q.~f~,s,,"~~.,~l;e", ' 

~~!~~fA?~:~h;~£f~I~·t'~~~.·-j~~~en~f~~",,~ui:~~~:'i~~~~~gff~,~ 
Slv,~.,?-c,t~ against. U" ..s" i.n~;r~~pt,s,iI)",,;.§l.p~,as. o!..,99.~t~?1;2-.~1,1. 
rnls possibility would ignore economic costs, produce a 
spiral in the strategic arms race, and bring a drive for 
weapons' superiority in every field. Implicit in this 
choice would be the assumption of political and military 
courses of action leading to direct confrontations with 

. U. S. forces. The selection of this policy would entail 
serious risks endangering the survival of the USSR and 
a disregard of the consequences of general war. There 
are no evident considerations compelling such a drastic 
and extraordinary change in Soviet policy. 

The range of Soviet foreign policy decisions is likely 
to be considerably narrower than the above-indicated 
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extremes. Pressures within the Soviet Union, rivalry 
and independent forces among the communist countries, 
growing power centers in Western Europe, Japan and 
China, uncertainties in the developing countries and 
policies adopted by the United States will tend to 
inhibit sharp or sudden changes in Soviet policies and 
to influence some degree of accommodation between 
impalatable and irreconcilable choices. This is not 
to say that there will not be times of serious tensions 
or threats of war among the major powers; and there will 
almost surely be armed clashes among smaller powers, 
armed intervention by major powers and internal revolu
tions which would attract the introduction of other 
outside forces. In an international political atmos
phere dominated by uncertainties, the USSR will compete 
for influence and position; but the Soviet knowledge 
of misjudgment in the past and of the increasing complex
ity of international forces in the future should avoid 
drastic decisions involving clear U. S. interests. 

Mutual nuclear deterrence is likely to persist between -,\ 
the U. S. and the USSR through the next decade. Present t 

Soviet strategic force increases give the USSR a capa

bility it has never had before, but an assessment of
 
relative military capabilities is becoming increasingly
 
complex. While the considerable growth in Soviet
 
strategic forces is probably not sufficient in itself
 
for the Soviet Union to run a high risk of nuclear
 
confrontation with the U. S.,potential options for
 
moves in Third World' areas will be created by the
 
greater reach of Soviet conventional forces. '
 

i~~er;l~~i~l:~~~;~~.:~~ o~~t.K;,<r~9;'~~,;~V~~~~~:t;~~:s~:ent \ \ 
QLit.e_ nationaIinterests, rather than on its, strict .
 
~db._er~iiS:~.I~·,Cbp1inlfnrst~g6,alsO'I·w"o·rTd'a:orillhai;£ori ~' Con-


o servative and dogmatic tendencies are evident within
 
the Soviet leadership, regarding both internal and
 
external policies. Soviet leaders, both present and
 
potential, seem likely to be antagonistic toward the
 
United States, and are almost c~rtain to follow an
 
active and assertive foreign policy in their efforts
 
to expand Soviet influence. U. S. and Soviet interests
 
will continue to conflict in many parts of the world,
 
and the U. S.-Soviet relationship is likely to continue
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to oscillate between contention short of military co 
frontation and limited cooperation. All risks of 
military conflict cannot be precluded even if the 
Soviet Union tries to avoid direct conflict with the 
U. S. Miscalculations are possible and the Soviet 
Union could get involved by inadvertence or by judging 
mistakenly that the U. S. would not resist or intervene. 
A major variable in U. S.-Soviet relationships for the 
coming decade 'is the uncertain interaction between 
possible U. S. withdrawals and likely Soviet efforts 
to expand. 

The Soviet Union seeks to become a modern and efficient 
industrial society, and greater attention is now being 
given to consumer demands. But the Soviet leaders, 
saddled with an antiquated Marxist economic system, 
remain faced with fundamental economic problems, such 

. as the need for agricultural investment, the reform of 
collective farm system and modernization of economic 
management and pl~nning. Varying degrees of economic 
reform have been proposed, but prospects are for a con
tinuation of the cautious approach and the primacy of 
central planning, with stubborn opposition to greater 
autonomy and freer play for market forces. 

E.esource allqs:ation is a perennial proqlep;1"r~qy,iTil)g \ 
perprexinttTAchoicces·~-'~tl"""6ne""~l'itim;~for dispute w.ithin \ 
the leadership almost certainly has been ever-increasing 
military and space expenditures, which compete with 
insistently higher demands for agriculture, consumer 
services, roads and housing. Military and space expen
ditures are forced higher by global competition with 
the United States, but the Soviet economy is forced to 
absorb these costs. There is little or no likelihood 
that the Soviet leaders will be able to reduce arms 
spending without distinct, and as yet undetected, moves 
toward accommodation with the United States. 

One important indicator of Soviet intentions toward ~~1 
accommodation with the West would be any change in the 
S...Q~iet attitude toward the decentralization of the state 
~o',Bgl?();I-..Y_9,f.~fore~gn,t:ra;de .: In filternatl'ona'l' 'econovm:i:c" 
arrairs, the Sovlet' leaners from Lenin onward, have 
stressed the key role of the monopqly of foreign trade 
on the Socialist economy. Up to now, the Soviet 
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economists have spiritedly rejected the cautious exp ri
mentation in Eastern Europe with the principle of state 
monopoly and the view that socialist industry needed to 
adjust to foreign market conditions and practices. 

A few comments could be ventured about the future 
evolution of Soviet society, the prospect for basic 
changes and their effect on foreign policy. From the 
perspective of the past 10-15 years one can see definite 
changes. With the denigration of Stalinism has come a 
substantial modification of the system of terror as an 
instrument of power. The party, rather than the police, 
has emerged as the dominating instrument of control, 
which permits a greater discussion of problems and the 
introduction of various pressures on the decision-making 
process. Within strictly defined limits, an increased 
measure of personal and cultural freedom has accompanied 
a perceptibly higher standard of living. 

In the foreign field, the modification of the theories 
of violent revolution and inevitable war set the stage 
to make the design of "peaceful coexistence" more plaus
ible to the outside world. Yet the Soviet purpose in I 
"peaceful coexistence", while fostering less tension, . 
has not been to achieve harmonious relations, but to 
continue an active political struggle. Soviet leaders . 
have been at pains to deny any prospect for the· long
term coalescence of capitalism and socialism in the 
evolution of a "hybrid society". 

Lower tensions from time to time have not modified the 
Soviet refusal to confront the basic sources of conflict 
with the U. S. The resolution of the central issues in 
Soviet-American relations will be difficult and prolonged 
and, as matters now stand, cannot be settled by imme
diate negotiation or compromise. In each case, a pre
requisite is a radical shift in Soviet outlook and 

·priorities which will only result from cumulative effects 
, a;. of many' factors, some of which are: 

'iY! 1(" (1) Further erosion of the, militant and aggressive 
. ~ p' aspects of Communist ideology;

" 
(2) Lack of success in expansionism and interven

tionism; 
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(3) Greater concern with the Chinese threat to 
Soviet security; 

(4) Increased demands for internal consumption 
and welfare; and 

(5) Decline in general fear of the West, espe
cially. Germany. 

Soviet views are persistently held, and past experience 
suggests that the required shifts in Soviet attitudes 
will take an extended period of time, well beyond the 
end of the next decade. The Soviet state and leader
ship have made commitments which challenge U. S. 
political survival, and deserve to be treated with 
the greatest prudence for many years to come. Yet, 
vario~s pressures for change are almost certain to 
continue. In the long ru~, the impact of the Soviet 
system on the outside world will depend in large part 
on economic power, whether by way of example, or in 
capacity to aid, or to threaten. Powerful world econo
mic forces, managed realistically in an atmosphere of 
mutual advantage, could well influence Soviet economic 
developments. Competing claims for resources will con
tinue to be a persistent problem. But there is no 
immediate or direct relationship between economic 
factors and changes in foreign policy. Trends in the 
West, in the less developed areas and within the Commu
nist world may diverge from Soviet expectations and 
encourage gradual and de facto changes in policy or . 
emphauis. Expansionist goals may take on more and more 
a neutralistic flavor. Soviet society will probably 
continue to evolve, with living conditions improving 
and an increased preoccupation with internal problems. 
But obstacles to internal political change are formid
able and the structure of autocratic power will stub
bornly resist modifications. 

The process of change, which will probably be neither 
orderly nor steady, should produce, in time, a Soviet 
regime willing to curb its expansionism and to accept 
accommodation, but the requisite shifts will involve a 
prolonged historic process. The evolution over the" next 
decade, however, will be important to show guide-lines 
and bench-marks which will give a better idea of how long 
the road may be. 



MEMORANDUM 
TO: Bob Haldeman 

FROM: Sherm Unger 

DATE: October 15th 
h"'

RE: November 6th 
Pursuant to your request here are my thoughts on November 6th. 

On that date, RN will be hit by an overwhelming barrage of politicoes, 
contributors and power brokers all of whom feel they hold an IOU and all 
seeking Federal appointments, jobs and influence. The best way to handle 
the problem is to have in being an organization charged with the responsibility 
of talking to these people, receiving their input, and making preliminary re
commendations for appointments. This would allow RN to concentrate on more 
important things while placating the "friends" with whom we need to continue 
good re la tions . 

This operation should be divided into several groups, one, and the 
most important, should be primarily concerned with the complex problem of 
Cabinet appointments (let me add parentheticly that I feel with these key 
appointments the qualities of loyality and responsiveness to RN should out
weigh national stature or political import -- for historical examples of 
the problems that can develop when the first qualities fail to outweigh the 
latter read the appropriate chapters in Neustadt's Presidential Power). 
Another group which should be subdivided, should bear the responsibility of 
locating and recruiting people of specialized talent for specific re
sponsibilities. 

With reference to the second group subcommittees could, for ex
ample, concentrate on: (A) HUD with its crucial positions supervising 
demonstration cities and metropolitan planning schemes (these can be levers 
against Democrat urban machines) as well as urban renewal and open space 
program; (B) Buruea of Budget with its obvious need for topflight personnel 
with the political experience to evaluate and budget key programs with an 
eye toward their political impact; (C) IRS with politically oriented 
personnel in key positions early for obvious reasons; (D) an examination of 
Government Commissions with an eye toward expanding the staffs and turning 
over the personnel; (E) the immediate selection of U.S. Attorneys and Marshals. 
There are 93 U.S. Attorneys with 797 Assistants authorized and 93 U.S. 
Marshals with 684 Deputies authorized. Most of the appointees are subject 
to at least veto from state political organizations, but should not under 
any circumstances be hacks. This is an immediate opportunity to put into 
position a nationwide political organization of our own, if the recruiting is 
done with care (but quickly, while there are plenty of slots around to 
give the second raters). Having just spent 3 months talking all day to our 
political types (down to county and city chairmen) around the nation, having 
practiced law for more than 15 years, and being interested in the development 
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of political organizations this is an area in which I might be of specific 
assistance, as we discussed, and an area in which I would be interested. 

If this outline meets with your approval, I would like to start 
on a more detailed plan to handle the problems involved, since there are 
only 76 days from election to inaugeration and there is much to be done 
in that period. We can discuss this further when you have time. 



AGNEW 
Campaign Committee 
450 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 
(212) 661-6400 

MEMORANDUM 

October 21, 1968 

TO: RN 

FROM: Glenn Olds ft'
 
SUBJECT: Staffing the President on ideas and planning for the future
 

A recurring theme from top leaders of industry, government, the professions and 
academia I have interviewed over these past six months, is how little impact the 
frontiers of knowledge have on the content and conduct of government. They 
complain that the President, who presides at the center of government, is rarely 
and poorly staffed to utilize the latest insight of the various institutes, centers, 
research and development, for both planning and management. They point out 
there is not even a central computer system for the White House to compile and 
coordinate contemporary information for decision making, much less, long 
range planning. They remark that entrenched habit, bureaucracy, and repetition 
of mistakes thrive in a climate where there is little consistent attention given to 
the input of "bre ak through", and future-looking ideas. 

Though not peculiar to government, this problem generally is gavrng rise to 
specialized institutes (the most recent, Institute for the Future, Middletown, 
Connecticut) whose principal function is to focus new ideas on the planning and 
management of the future. The pace of change and the magnitude of present 
problems and their interrelation, make this one of the most urgent requirements 
of the Presidency. Because Presidential responsibility covers the entire range 
of national problems, it must be informed by the most contemporary, comprehensive, 
and integrative information and ideas available - not only from within but beyond 
the resources of government. The issues are too grave to be left to the slow 
b.ure auc r ati c process of "bubbling to the top" or the ad hoc chance of random ideas 
filtering in from outside. What is required is systematic provision for this staffing 
function within the White House, properly linked and programmed to the major 
centers inside and outside government at work in these frontier areas. 

Recommendation: 

That following the election you appoint a special assistant and small, select staff 
whose principal purpose is to provide a comprehensive contemporary, and 
continuous editing and input of ideas for the future, to inform your thinking, 
planning, and management of government. 

cc: Messrs. Mitchell, Haldeman, Garment and Keogh 
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MEMORANDU 

FOR: Files 

FROM: T. W. .Ev an s October 22, 19681~ 
talked today with Fre~ick Kappel who, among other 

things, is Chairman of the President's Commission on 
Federe] SaJarj~s. Previously Mr. Kappel had sent me 
the attached materials. Perhaps the most informative 
is the newspaper article speculating on salary increasea 
1D key hositionSd Mr. Kappel noted that his initial 
report ad been turned in in June, 1967 and has not 
been made public. The next meeting of his committee, 
and probably the last meeting, will be held before 
December 1, when the final report is due. 

It would probably be appropriate to get ba~k in touch 
with Mr. Kappel after November 5~ if our interest in 
this matter continues. In the meantime, I am sending 
to the Government Printing Office for the Randall and 
Folsom Reports, which were the reports of predecessor 
commissions in this area and which Mr. Kappel admits 
had great influence on present thinking. 

CC:John Mitchell 
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FR!\1'IJ KG. S ISCOE
 
October 22, 1968
 

SUBJECT:	 Exchanges Program with Soviet Union -- Its Value and Future 
Usefulness 

RECOlvII1ENDATION":	 The exchanges program with the Soviet Union, now ten ] 
years old, has h3d qualified success; and it is in the 
United states' interest that the program be continued 
and, where possible, expanded. 

The first U.S. - U.S.S.R. Exchanges Agreement was signed on January 27, 
1958, and on May 25, 1960, despite a change in the political climate, 
Pre sident Ei senhower sa id : "vre must conti nue business like dea ling s wi th 
Soviet leaders on outstanding issues and improve contacts between our own and 
the Soviet peoples." A new two year agreement was sdgned in June, although 
the volume of exchanges provided is reduced. The 1968 agreement like its l 
predecessors covers exchanges of delegations and visits in scientific, 
technical, educational, cultural and other fields. The Soviet negotiators 
~~ted on ~1dtaiJJ.1lJ~ i .. r,eQPCtipp in the number of exhibits and in the 
num ers of graduate f'tudents to be exchanged. 

From the beginning the United States has carried on exchanges with the 
Soviet Union in the full knowledge of their limitations: they are not a 
strong enough vehicle to reform the Soviet Union nor to solve outstanding 
problems which ~ivide the two countries. nut t~ey are ureful to the , 
Un i teo ft':1tes beca use the i nf'or ma ti on obta I :leo he 1ps to eva Lua te d eVE"] lop
mont of the Soviet :~nlon anll 1"1 t~G Long run they may help to i':fluence 
t:le Soviet Un Lon 111 nor e constructive rirecti'Jns. 

The Un i t ed Etates and the Soviet ~;n:i.Y1 h'lVH '36.;-.l.1>,::'),117 :Hffere~1t goals
in the exc~ange~ program. The Goviet nri~a~y gaalE appear to be twofold: 
to obt8in sc I en t i f'Lc and t8,~~ltlh:''l1 ~.'1::)::,;·~·~ti!Jn, 'ina to portray a f::n:orable 
picture of t~!e ,~oviet Tnl on and E'lwiet pol.l cl es , To the S()Viet empha s i s 
on techn ica L :infJrmatiu[1 3'"1l)\1);1'ld'Jl1Ct3 ()f exchanges in ::;r'JH1 cultural 
fields, the United States ha s responded with an irHdf':teace on a balan't~9 
~tPiitiiim, vlith r;:Jc11Cl\.;;:11 )l'l)() i1 Cuni t y and mut.ua L advantage ror both sides. 
The going has no t been G3f7. ThG Soviet authorities have been determined 
to keep a lien Lnf Luenc es wi t.h.l n controlled bounds, have recurrent ly 
demonstrated concern over the political 1~9act of exc~~nge visits and 
have consistently resisted any attempts to enlarge the U.S. - U.S.S.R. 
exchanges	 programo 

The state	 Department develops and coordinates )olicies for the U.S. 
U.S.S.R. exchanges program and ~everal departments and agencies significantly 
assist in its development. Since governmental funds for the program are 
limited for most exchanges the U.S. Government i~ c1ependent upon private 
organizations for financing and nrogramming. It is esti~ated that private \ 
financlul support has been at least as large as the official fund~ expended. 
The U.S. - U.S.C.R. exchanges program is a ~plendid example of the 
cooperation between the 'Jriv·)te and gover'1:ne:lt81 sec t I o-i s , 



A na j or expansion of the exe ha nge s pr0g1'3:TI would reflect a I'urde men t.a L 
turn in U.~. - TI.S.~.R. relations and dra~tic changof in Soviet attitudes 
toward the United ~t~toE and control~ 0V3r Soviet society. There is littl~\ 
chance in the foreseeable future of obtainin an ~i nificant increa~e. . 

....; . 
However, the program should be reviewed carefully in light of prevailing
 
conditions to aet2rmine Eteps to ~trengthen it. The most effective field
 
of exchanges has been education and a special effort should be made to
 
in'l'rea§e tbe J;mr;g:b.~r••of f..~holit.~_~1iml~itlii: ,tor iiC 9~a£1eru1-~ ~ear. The
 
recruitment effort an the United States should be directed toward
 
interesting higher caliber graduate students in fields besides Russian
 
history and literature to apply for the program. GRme th9u~ht ,bQuld l2e
 < 

given 1.0 a tta.i~iiL.e~abaQ8& prQgtaw J..c...'tW~~~,ii.w1. ~Q!~~al.~
 
such a~ Jait. ..1i~~~Ul~tHi.1....~~sia..U£'..tet.....gn£j C~SlUC~ .SI,,~g-~'i.n§_ tear.-ll.
 
Additional financial support Is essential and consideration ';i1OUr'abe 
given to a separate line funding of the Soviet (and Ea s t er n European) 
programs. Up to now no governmental funds have been avpropriated directly 
for the program, but expenses are defrayed by the several interested 
governmental departments and agencies and priv~te organizations. Past 
experience shows that these exchangef. could have beenincreased if 
additional funds had been availableo 

Despite the lack of prospects for expansion, United States negotiators

should seek every possibility of enlarging the program, consistent with
 
national security and the principle of reciprocal advantage. However,
 
it should be recognized at all ti~es that the beneficial effects of the
 
program which is deliberately kept small by the Soviet Union, are of an
 
indirect nature and can be felt only over a period of years.
 

The program is peripheral to the main issues confronting the United
 
States and the U.S.S.R. and undue emphasis should not be placed upon its
 
successes if any. Such claims only make the Soviet leaders more
 
suspicious. Nevertheless, the U.S. - U.S.S.R. exchanges program has had
 
qualified value in the past and if handled well could help to produce


' a better climate for more fundamental U.S. - U.S.t.R. activities in the
 
future.
 

One of the most important of these mutual activities iR the development 
of U.S. - U.S.S.R. foreign trade. This field, however, must be approached 
in a reali~tic manner, and different from the argument described by Theodore 
C. Sorensen in "W'hy We Should 'L'rade with the Soviets" in Foreign Affairs 
for April, 1968. In this article Sorensen tends to blame the Export 
Controls Act for the low level of trade, but fails to note that 
both Soviet exports and imports are fully controlled by the Soviet foreign 
trade plan and that the Soviet state monopoly of foreign trade nlaces 
drastic restrictions on trade possibilities. The U.S. should, however, 
take the initiative in a co~bined governmental - private industry 
a ppr oaCh , to discuss thoroughly E11 ob~tacles to trade and, most 
importantly, should press for Soviet approval for ~merican firms to have 
places of business in the Soviet Union and to negotiate with wholesalers, 
suppliers of raw materials and others in addition to the foreign trading

/ companieso 
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